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Abstract: This paper proposes modeling of human behavior and a method of finding irregular human behavior. At first,

human behavior model is proposed by paying attention to habitual human behavior at home. Generally, it is difficult to obtain

the information of individual life pattern because of high cost for setting sensors such as cameras to observe human action.

Therefore we capture turning on/off consumer electronic equipments as actual human behavior action, where some or many

consumer electric equipments were used such as television, room light, video and so on in our daily life. Noting that are some

relations between turning on/off those consumer electric equipments and our action, we proposes how to construct a human

behavior knowledge by analyzing human behavior based on observation of human habitual life. Also an algorithm to identify

on find irregular behavior different from habitual life behavior are described. Finally, the significance of the proposed method

is shown by some experimental results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the latest Japan, a population of elderly people who is

sixty five or more years old is rapidly growing, and it is esti-

mated that a distribution ratio of them will reach to twenty

five percent of the whole on two thousand fifteen year. Gen-

erally, our body function will fall with getting elder, and we

will need the care by own family or somebody else. There-

fore the importance of the research and development for sup-

porting the health life of elderly people and improving QOL

(Quality of Life) are pointed out [1] [2].

Information for identifying elderly people can be classified

into two kinds of data, life behavior and clinical data. Also

the information can be classified into a restrained type and

no restraining type by method of measurement. As an ex-

ample of measuring vital signal without restrained type, In-

ada reported development equipment measuring the degree

of ECG(electrocardiogram), arterial blood oxygen saturation

as wearable type [3]. As an example of measuring vital signal

with restrained type, Tamura reported the method of urina-

tion measurement in the toilet [4]. Mostly of literature have

focused on the method of measuring data, and neither of the

reports about the practical way of use to the improvement

in QOL.

On the other hand, as an example which pays its attention to

life behavior information, Ohta reported the system which

measures movement of a person among rooms at home by

using infrared sensors [5]. Monitoring systems as similar as

Ohta’s way were reported by Tanikawa [6]. The non-regular

life behavior was detected by deviation of the stay time set

up for every room, and a statistical permissible value, the

past average locus, coincidence nature with an action pat-

tern, etc., and changing people’s action according to a day

of the week, a season, etc. was not taken into consideration.

A report of Aoki proposed that correspondence of regularity

and irregularity is processed by pattern using HMM (Hidden

Markov Model) [7], which has not described two or more va-

lidity or extendibility in movement between rooms. In order

to find whether people’s life behavior is habitual regular or

not, the detection should be carried out by individual life

behavior knowledge and measurement data. Moreover, the

system should also have the function of which a family doctor

is notified him, a family, and if needed, in order to confirm

it, when judged with life action being irregular life behavior.

This paper investigates elderly people’s everyday life action

paying attention to the point that people’s life behavior has

custom nature, and describes a life action unusual judging.

Generally, it is difficult to obtain the information of indi-

vidual life pattern because of high cost for setting sensors

such as cameras to observe human action. Also, it is bet-

ter not have extraordinary equipment to obtain an informa-

tion of human habitual action. Therefore we take notice of

consumer electronic equipments and capture turning on/off

them as actual human behavior action, where we use some or

many consumer electric equipments such as television, room

light, video and so on in our daily life. And noting that there

are some relations between turning on/off those consumer

electric equipments and our action, we proposed the way to

construct life behavior model and behavior knowledge [8] [9]

[10]. Also, experimental results showed the effectiveness of

the behavior knowledge. In these paper, we focused on mod-

eling human behavior every week and constructing weekly

human behavior knowledge. So, modeling human behavior

every month and/or season, furthermore, constructing global

human behavior knowledge were remainded as future works.

In this paper, we propose the way how to make a model of

elderly person at first. we have carried out an experiment to

capture turning on/off consumer electronic equipments for a

year. Constructed monthly behavior knowledge based on the

obtained data is shown in this paper and we will show the

importance of the monthly behavior knowledge to find the

irregularity in our daily life. Then a new algorithm to judge

whether the life action is habitual or not is proposed. Finally,



we show effectiveness of the algorithm with the experimental

results.

2. MODELING OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR
AT HOME

In this section, we propose the way to construct a human

behavior model by paying attention to habitual human be-

havior at home.

2.1. Analysis of life behavior at home

Generally, it is said that people have individual life habit.

For example, after we get up, we wash face, take a shower

and have breakfast. We seldom change this sequence even

if a time lag happens. Of course we sometimes carry out

plural actions at same time like multi-process in computer

system. Thus, it is thought that we have our own life pattern

fundamentally although there is daily fluctuation. When a

series of actions are divided into fine action, the life behavior

pattern can be expressed with 2-dimensional image shown in

Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. 2-dimensional expression of behavior

In Fig.1, the horizontal axis shows the time and the vertical

axis shows kind of actions. Each cell shows the state of

action. “E” means that an action is in execution and “Ē”

means that an action is not in execution. For instance, let

us suppose that action 1 is “watching TV” and action 3 is

“Toilet”. Fig.1 shows that a person watched TV at the time

1, went to the toilet at the time 2, returned to the room at

the time 3 and finished watching TV at the time 4.

2.2. Modeling of human life behavior at home

Thus, suppose that human life behavior consists of m kinds

of action, S = {A0, A1, . . . , Am−1} combinations of action

Aj = {E, Ē} can is named life behavior state. The individual

life behavior can be expressed by state transition among a

set of S = {S(0), S(1), · · · , S(2m − 1)}. Also, we will define

the sequences of behavior state transition as the change of

human behavior state.

2.3. Life behavior model and Constructing Human

Behavior Knowledge

Human life behavior can be regarded as a stochastic process

because observed data changes at every sampling time. Thus

state transition can be considered to be probability transition

among set S shown in Fig.2. Let us assume that a subject

have individual life habit and he/she has habitual life. The

sequences of behavior state transition on a day will be sim-

ilar to the other sequences on other days. By observing the

state transition in a certain duration of a day for many days,

special sequences of state transition will be found frequently.

Probability state transition will be derived by observed data.

This is named to human behavior knowledge. We construct

human life behavior knowledge for each season and/or each

month as follows.

P (SSTi) =
F (SSTi)

D
. (1)

In this equation, SSTi means arbitrary sequence of state

transition. Also P (SSTi) and F (SSTi) means sequence of

state transition probability and the number of time of an

appearance of the sequence of state transition, respectively.

And D shows the number of days. P (SSTi) shown in eq.1

will become large if we have same behavior in a certain du-

ration in a day. Fig.3 and Tab.1 show a diagram of state

transition of human behavior and human behavior knowl-

edge, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Model of life behavior state transition
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Fig. 3. State transition of human behavior

2.4. Finding irregular human behavior

In this section, the method of finding irregular human be-

havior is described using human behavior knowledge and ob-

served human behavior time series.

The probability and time are determined by searching path

same observed human behavior state transition series from

human behavior knowledge. If more than one are searched,

each time and probability are determined.



Table 1. Example of constructed human behavior knowledge
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If the results satisfy one of bellow conditions, irregular life

behavior is recognized.

1. probability equals zero.

2. Any probability is not over than specified threshold.

3. The time is not in allowable error.

3. SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION
3.1. Detecting the use of electric appliances

Sensors monitoring the electric appliances are used for con-

structing the human behavior model. The sensor watches

the currents flowing through the inductance and detects if

the electric appliance is in use (Fig.4). If an electric appli-

ance is powered on, it is expected that a person is in action.

Thus we can obtain the human behavior with binary image.

input signal

output signal

Fig. 4. Sensor for monitoring electric appliances

3.2. Hardware

Fig.5 shows the outline of system to capture electric appli-

ances as human behavior actions. The sensors are installed

in the wall outlets and the outputs from the sensors are col-

lected by computer. The collected data which comes from

sensors are transmitted to another host computer by cellular

phone once a day.

3.3. Software

The outline of software system is shown in Fig.6. L captured

dates are temporary stored into Data Buffer. Knowledge has

human behavior knowledge on each day of the week, month,

season. Determine performs the calculations of probability,

judgment of irregular life behavior an emergency. Knowledge

Modifier updates human behavior knowledge by data of Data

Buffer.

4. EXPERIMENT AND ITS RESULTS
In this section, effectiveness of proposed method is described

by experiment and its results.

4.1. Human behavior actions

Turning on/off consumer electronic equipments as actual hu-

man behavior action are captured as E = 1 and Ē = 0, re-

TV set

Room Light

Sensor Outlet

consumer-electronic equipment

Computer

Fig. 5. Experimental setup of the system

Knowledge

Knowledge
modifier Discriminator

Data buffer

decision

sensor output

Fig. 6. Outline of the software system

spectively. Thus S = {S(0), S(1), · · · , S(127)} can be defined

as human behavior state.

4.2. Collecting human behavior actions

Seven sets of electric appliances with the monitor-

ing sensor are shown in Table 2. Thus human be-

havior states are S(0) = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, S(1) =

{1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, · · · , S(127) = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1}. These sen-

sors are installed in a wall shown in Fig.7. Subject A in

table 2 is sixty age female person who lives alone at her

home. A sampling interval is 5 minute and the behavior at

home per day is described by 7×288 matrix. And a duration

to measure the state of consumer electric equipments is set

to one hour. Furthermore measuring human behavior has

carried out about one year. Fig.8-11 shows averaged state

Table 2. List of actions

Aj Subject A

A6 Washing machine

A5 Desk light

A4 Toilet light

A3 Living room light

A2 Phone

A1 Bed room light

A0 Tv set

of each consumer electric equipment for a month. In these

figures, X-axis shows the number of consumer electric equip-

ments and Y-axis shows the time of a day. Z-axis shows the

averaged state of equipment. These figures show that the
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Fig. 7. A rough sketch of monitoring house

averaged data goes higher and higher, the subject A uses

same equipment in same time in a day. That is, the sub-

ject A has habitual life. It is obvious that subject A has

different behavior pattern every month. Especially, a behav-

ior pattern of one month in daytime is different from others.

On the other hand, behavior pattern in daytime is similar

to each other. So, it is important to construct human be-

havior knowledge every month. Tab.3 shows an examples of

constructed human behavior knowledge based on August.

Fig. 8. The state of consumer electric equipment on Aug.

Fig. 9. The state of consumer electric equipment on Oct.

Fig. 10. The state of consumer electric equipment on Jan.

Fig. 11. The state of consumer electric equipment on Apr.

4.3. Finding non-habitual human behavior

In this section, experimental results of finding non-habitual

human life behavior are described.

Experimental result 1 : Case of habitual life behavior

The case of this experiment is for subject to keep habitual life

behavior. Figure 14 shows an experimental result of search-

ing probability of sequence of behavior state and time from



Table 3. an examples of constructed human behavior knowl-

edge based on August, 2002

sequence of state transition the number

of days

knowledge on S(0) 24

one duration S(1)→S(0) 4

S(0)→S(1)→S(9)→S(8) 1

S(1) 1

knowledge on S(0) 23

another dura- S(1)→S(0) 4

tion S(1)→S(0)→S(8) 1

S(0)→S(1)→S(9)→S(40) 1

S(0)→S(16)→S(8) 1

S(1) 1

August life behavior knowledge and human behavior state

series measured on 1:00pm-2:00pm on August. The proba-

bility calculated by human life behavior knowledge and mea-

sured data in the figure is largest on about 11:00pm. This

means that the subject’s behavior on 1:00pm is most similar

to one in night. Moreover, the result has a peak on about

1:00pm It is almost same as the time of measured data.

Another experimental result is shown in Fig.13. In this

figure, however human behavior state series measured on

1:00pm-2:00pm on August, the probability gets small on

about 1:00pm. But the probability gets larger on about 2:00

pm to the contrary, there is a time lag.

Experimental result 2 : Case of non-habitual life be-

havior

Figure 12 shows an experimental result of searching prob-

ability of sequence of behavior state and time from other

month knowledge and human behavior state series measured

on 1:00pm-2:00pm on August. In this figure, solid line shows

the probability probability calculated based against April

knowledge. Also, dotted line shows the probability probabil-

ity calculated based against April knowledge.

As shown in this figure, the results do not have a high peak

shown in Fig.14 on about 1:00pm. This results show that the

proposed method might be able to find non-habitual life be-

havior from human behavior knowledge and observed data.
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Fig. 12. An experimental result 1: finding habitual life

behavior
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Fig. 13. An experimental result 1: finding habitual life

behavior (time lag)
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Fig. 14. An experimental result 2: finding non-habitual life

behavior (based on other month knowledge)

5. FURTHER DISCUSSION
In previous section, experimental results show the effective-

ness of the human behavior knowledge. As shown in Fig.8-

11, same consumer electric equipment such as TV set is used

in same duration every month. So, there is a cases where

probability against other month knowledge is large. Another

experimental result is shown in Fig.15. In this figure, human

behavior state series measured on 1:00pm-2:00pm on August

and February knowledge is used. As shown in this figure, the

probability gets small on about 1:00pm.

Therefore consumer electric equipments should be selected

properly when specialized human behavior knowledge is con-

structed. On the other hand, the proposed method has some

clue to construct global human behavior knowledge.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, human life behavior model has been proposed

based on paying attention human to have individual life ha-

bitual behavior. Constructing human behavior knowledge

comes to the conclusion of obtaining probabilistic of sequence

of behavior state based on human behavior life model. The

method of constructing human behavior knowledge and the

algorithm of finding non-habitual life behavior has also been
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Fig. 15. An experimental result :

proposed.

Actual human behavior knowledge was developed by gath-

ering the electric appliance as human behavior actions at

home. Effectiveness of proposed methods has been shown

by experimental results which are to calculate the likelihood

and time from constructed human behavior knowledge and

measured electric appliance.

As shown in experiment and further discussion, it is not

enough to find non-habitual life behavior. In actual envi-

ronment, we use many equipment such as gas cooking stove,

microwave oven, air conditioner, and so on. To improving

the judgment accuracy of finding non-habitual life behavior,

another life behavior actions should be gathered, for instance

the use of tap water and/or gas. This improving accuracy is

a future works.
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